
SHUCHITA  

 
Shuchita, The Cleanliness, and Hygiene Society of Ram Lal Anand College, is a society that 
aims to maintain cleanliness and hygiene in the college premises and spread awareness 
about it. The society was formed on 6th September 2022. From the first meeting itself the 
society discussed the scope, nature and quality of work, expected by the principal.  
The society has worked actively throughout the session to maintain cleanliness. They made 
sure there was no stagnant water in the campus, observed what was required to make 
washrooms more hygienic and made a WhatsApp group to coordinate with the college 
janitor staff. 
Moreover, all the members of Shuchita have a badge, which gives them the authority to 
take necessary steps to maintain a clean campus. They visit canteen kitchen regularly to see 
if there is any violation of hygiene protocols there.  
They have also put banners and posters all over the campus to spread awareness and show 
their presence. 
Shuchita has conducted three events, which are: 

1. Logo Making Competition: 
The logo Making Competition was conducted online on 29th September 2022. The 
participants were asked to either submit the logo in digital form or handmade. 
The main aim of conducting this event was to spread awareness about the ways 
one can keep their surrounding neat and clean. The winner of the competition 
was awarded a cash prize worth Rupees 1000. The logo made by the winner was 
decided as the logo of the society. 

 
2. Awareness Drill: 

The Drill was conducted on 12th October 2022 .The society members prepared 
slogans and recited them throughout the campus. They visited each classroom to 
spread awareness about cleanliness and hygiene. The society introduced a fine of 
50 rupees for those who will be caught littering the campus. 15 members joined 
the event adding to its success. 
 

3. Poster-Making Competition: 
The poster-making competition was held on 15th February 2023. The theme was 
"Clean India, Green India". The aim of the competition was to encourage 
participants to show what they perceive when they think about clean and green 
India. The participants were given two and a half hours to create their posters. 
The first prize was 1000 rupees cash and the second was 700 rupees cash. All the 
posters were very beautiful. 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 

  



 

 
  
 


